


EXPANDABLE BILLETING CAMP 
The CAMSS20EX Billeting Camp provides cot space for 100 occupants, but can expand to 
accommodate 200 occupants with optional bunk beds. The CAMSS20EX32 Shelter, with a 
seven foot straight sidewall, makes for a feeling of open and unconfined space. The 
CAMSS20EX Billeting Camp is fully integrated including shelters systems with extreme 
temperature kits, floors, windows, doors, lights, outlets, environmental control units 
(ECUs), export crates, generator, power distribution systems and technical manuals. 

PLUG AND PLAY 

600A 3P 

Generator 

CAM LOKS and 
Mil-Spec plugs make 
setting up the camp 
fast and easy. From 
the generators to the 
spider distribution 
panels to ECUs to 
the internal 
distribution panels 
it is plug and play. 

FAST WORLD WIDE DEPLOYMENT 

The CAMSS20EX Billeting Camp can ship 
by air, truck or ship. All crates and 
containers are forkliftable for quick 
shipping. The CAMSS20EX Shelter Systems 
fit four to a 463L pallet when packed in 
forkliftable export wood crates or six to a 
463L pallet when packed in CAMSS Small 
Composite Containers. For urgent 
requirements CAMSS has delivered large 
camps in less than 30 days. 
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PAST PERFORMANCE 
The CAMSS20EX Billeting Shelter is used by all 
branches of the military services including U.S. Army, 
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy and the U.S. Marine Corps. 

NAVY 

� 
MARINES 

CAMSS20EX TESTED WORLDWIDE 

CAMSS20EX Billeting Shelter System 
During High Wind Test Sustaining 

Prolonged 65 MPH Winds 

The CAMSS20EX Billeting Shelter System is 
field proven in rugged and harsh 
environments. Places like Afghanistan and 
Iraq where the shelters successfully endure 
extreme heat and sand storms while keeping 
their occupants cool and comfortable. A key 
difference from some of our other billeting 
shelters is the 7 foot straight sidewall. There 
is a discernible difference in the open feel of 
the interior space which can make a big 
difference when you are in a hot, dusty and 
windy location. 

The CAMSS20EX Shelter is field proven with successful use in tough environments around 
the world. This success comes from careful engineering and robust testing, including high 
wind, snow load, driving rain and blackout tests. 

QUOTES & ORDERING 
Available on GSA Contract and DLA 
GSA Contract No. GS-07F-0029L I 800 984 7678 

shelters@camss.com 






